Sean Farrell Lancashire Cat Club 8th March 2014.
A.C. BURMESE CHAMPION MALE:
1 GCC Giles’ Ch RAWEKE ARCADIUS (27c) (20/12/11. M)
Well behaved young chap. Slightly flat top of the head between medium sized ears of good shape
and set well apart. Short blunt wedge. Slightly rounded brow. Distinct nose break, short straight
nose to the tip. I would prefer a touch more depth to the chin. Large lustrous yellow eyes of good
shape and set. Medium sized body of good weight with slender and proportionate legs and neat oval
paws. Straight tail slightly short to balance with a rounded tip. Shortish, close lying lilac coat with a
satin like texture.
A.C. BURMESE CHAMPION FEMALE:
1 GCC. Stalker’s CH VINTARN VERITY (27j) (21/3/12. F)
Nervous but well behaved. Slightly rounded top of the head between medium sized ears of good
shape and set well apart. Short wedge blunt at the muzzle. Distinct nose break, short straight nose to
the tip. Medium depth to the level chin. Large lustrous yellow eyes of good shape and set well
apart. Medium sized body of good weight feeling heavier than the appearance indicates, slender and
proportionate legs with neat oval paws. Straight tail of good length to balance with a paintbrush tip.
Short, fine, close lying lilac coat interspersed with shades of cream.
2 RGCC. Chapman-Beer’s CH TRIBUNE HUFFLEPUFF (27g) (13/8/12. F)
Excellent temperament a pleasure to handle. Slightly rounded top of the head between medium to
large sized ears of good shape. Medium wedge, quite blunt at the muzzle. Slightly rounded brow.
Good nose break, short straight nose rolls off slightly at the tip. Medium depth to the level chin.
Chartreuse eyes of good shape and set well apart. Medium sized body of good weight with slender
and proportionate legs and neat oval paws. Straight of good length to balance with a rounded tip.
Short, fine close lying blue coat with shades of cream, satin like in texture.
AOC TORTOISHELL BURMESE ADULT:
Bob (Bob only) Stalker’s CH VINTARN VERITY (27j) (21/3/12. F)
AOC TORTOISHELL BURMESE KITTEN:
1 & Bob Prowse’ KATCHYN SHADY-LADY (27h) (9/9/13. F)
Gently rounded top of head between medium-large sized ears of good shape. Medium wedge, blunt
but pinched ? teething. Fair nose break and a slightly long straight nose to the tip. Medium depth to
a level chin. Lustrous chartreuse eyes, i would have preferred if she opened them fully. Good
weight and sized body with neat oval paws on slender and proportionate legs. Straight tail of good
length to balance with a rounded tip. A trifle long, close lying chocolate coat with shades of red.
Good natured young lady.
BROWN TORTOISHELL BURMESE NEUTER:
Bob (Bob only) Akehurst’s PR CHIARO PREZIOSSIMA (27e) (25/9/11. FN)
Lovely natured lady. Rounded top of the head between medium sized ears of good shape and set
well apart. Short wedge blunt at the muzzle. Good nose break, short straight nose to the tip.
Medium depth to the level chin. Large lustrous chartreuse eyes of good shape and set well apart.
Medium sized body of good weight feeling heavier than the appearance indicates, slender and
proportionate legs with neat oval paws. Straight tail of good length to balance with a rounded tip.
Short, fine, close lying brown coat interspersed with shades of red.

BENGAL SNOW SPOTTED ADULT MALE:
1st CC & Bob Watkins’ PEARLDUST RAZZLE DAZZLE (76b30) (9/5/13. M)
A lovely boy, quite well behaved, blue eyed snow spotted Bengal. Good sized long firm body
muscular and robust, with medium length strong muscular legs and large rounded paws. Medium
length tail, thick and even, carried low, rings on the tail and a dark rounded tip. Short to medium
length coat, soft and luxurious, not too dense. Well defined charcoal markings on an ivory ground,
and pearl dusting. ‘M’ on the forehead, pencil lines on the cheeks and vertical streaks over the top
of the head. Broad medium wedge, rounded contours and high cheek bones. The head is correctly
small in proportion to the body and longer than wide. Gentle curve from the forehead to the bridge
of the nose with a small bump. Large, broad nose and puffed nose leather. Good depth to the firm
rounded chin. Medium sized ears of good shape wide at the base and rounded at the tips. Ovalalmond shaped blue eyes slanted towards the base of the ear. He had a lot to say to me.
BENGAL SNOW SPOTTED ADULT FEMALE:
1st CC Moreland’s KIABINDHI ICED SKYE (76b30) (31/5/13. F)
Good natured +++ sold herself to me, cheeky girl. Blue eyed snow spotted Bengal. Good sized
medium-long firm muscular body, developing nicely, robust, medium length strong muscular legs
and large rounded paws. Medium length thick even tail, carried low, rings on the tail with a dark
rounded tip. Lovely coat, nice markings, clearly defined, spots on tummy, broken lines and spots on
legs down to toes. ‘M’ on the forehead, pencil lines on the cheeks and vertical streaks over the top
of the head. Fairly broad medium wedge, rounded contours and high cheek bones. Head small in
proportion to the body and longer than wide. Gentle curve from the forehead to the bridge of the
nose. Large, broad nose and puffed nose leather. Would prefer a touch more firmness to the chin.
Medium sized ears of good shape wide at the base and rounded at the tips. Oval-almond shaped
blue eyes slanted towards the base of the ear.
SNOW MARBLED BENGAL ADULT:
1st CC & Bob Goodger’s JAYZURI RUMOUR HAS IT (76b20) (26/3/13. F)
Blue eyed snow marbled Bengal with an excellent temperament. Broad medium wedge, rounded
contours and high cheek bones. Head small in proportion to the body, longer than wide. Gentle
curve from the forehead to the bump on the nose. Large broad nose with puffed nose leather. Firm
rounded chin. Medium sized ears of good shape wide at the base and rounded at the tips. Ovalalmond shaped blue eyes slanted towards the base of the ear. Good sized long firm muscular body,
muscular and robust, medium length strong muscular legs with large rounded paws. Medium length
tail developing, carried low, rings on the tail with a dark rounded tip. Very appealing marbled coat,
with none symmetrical markings, clearly defined, spots on tummy. ‘M’ on the forehead, pencil lines
on the cheeks and vertical streaks over the top of the head
SNOW SPOTTED BENGAL KITTEN:
1sts & Bob Goodger’s JAYZURI REEVA (76b30) (5/8/13. F)
Blue eyed snow spotted Bengal kitten. Slightly nervous, but became more relaxed after a little
while. Developing body long, sleek, with long legs and large rounded paws. Medium length tail, not
yet as thick, even, carried low with a dark rounded tip. Short-medium length coat, soft and
luxurious in texture. Some spots visible on the coat. Pencil lines on cheeks and vertical streaks over
the top of the head. Rings on the tail. Broken lines and spots on legs down to the toes. Fairly broad
wedge, rounded contours, high cheek bones. Head is small in proportion to the body and longer
than wide. Gentle curve from the forehead to the bump on the nose. Large broad nose with puffed
leather. I would prefer more chin. Good shaped large sized ears following the contours of the face
in front view and pointing forward in profile. Pale blue eyes, oval set on a slight slant towards the
base of the ear.
SNOW SPOTTED BENGAL NEUTER:
Bob (Bob only) Robinson’s PR CHEYSULI SNOW STORM (76a30) (23/5/12. MN)

AOC Eyed snow spotted Bengal male neuter. Good all round type ears a trifle large. Head small in
proportion to the body, longer than wide. Gentle curve from the forehead to the bridge of the nose.
Large broad nose with puffed nose leather. Firm rounded chin. Nice profile. Body well developed
and muscular. Thick tail, carried low. Lovely well defined markings. ‘M’ on the forehead, pencil
lines on the cheeks and vertical streaks over the top of the head. Well behaved.

